Abstract
situations. The dramatic effects of treatment with Diacylglycerol, such as the formation of new tentacles preceding the formation of additional hypostomes, becomes understandable under the simple assumption that the agent increases the source density. Budding is regarded as a trigger of a second head activator maximum. Budding can occur only at a minimum distance from the head due to the head inhibitor and at a minimum distance to the foot since the source density would be too low there. The model accounts for the periodic spacing of secondary structures around a primary organizing region such as also found in the arrangement of leaves and flower elements in plants around the primary meristem. Similarities to the vulva development of C. elegans and to the segmentation of insects are discussed.
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Introduction: Hydra as a model system
The fresh water polyp Hydra is a well investigated model system for studying primary pattern formation (for review see Webster, 1971, Bode and Bode, 1984) . Small pieces of Hydra regenerate with the maintenance of polarity, and reaggregates of dissociated cells can reorganize and form viable organisms . We have proposed a general theory for primary pattern formation (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972 , Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974 , Gierer, 1977 . The theory describes classical regeneration and transplantation experiments (see, for instance, Webster and Wolpert, 1966) . In the present paper we extend the model to include the head-foot interaction, the formation of tentacles in a narrow sub-hypostomal ring as well as bud formation at a particular position between head and foot but only if a certain size is obtained. By computer simulations it is shown that the dynamic properties of the model closely resemble those experimentally observed. Computational details are described in an appendix.
Pattern formation by autocatalysis -long range inhibition and the role of the source density gradient
In his pioneering paper, Turing (1952) has shown that pattern formation can be achieved by two interacting substances with different diffusion rates. He mentioned the spacing of tentacles as a possible application. We have shown that pattern formation requires short range autocatalysis that is antagonized by a long range inhibitory effect (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972) . A straightforward realization of this concept is an autocatalytic activator and a long range diffusing inhibitor. Segel and Jackson (1972) proposed a similar mechanism for pattern formation in ecological systems.
In order to enable a correct description of many experimental observations with Hydra, it was necessary to assume that the activator exerts a positive effect on the density of structures that are responsible for activator production. This source density may be characterized, for instance, by a density of differentiated cells in which the pattern forming reaction takes place or by a density of vesicles within a particular cell type from which the activator is released according to the local activator and inhibitor concentrations. Since the activator has a graded profile, the source density obtains a graded profile too due to the positive feedback.
The source density gradient determines the polarity of the animal. A region of high source density has an advantage in the competition to become activated, so that a new activator maximum is formed preferentially in a region of high source densi- the head and the foot system. Assumed are two activator-inhibitor systems that are coupled via the source density. The head activator increases the source density and appears preferentially in a region of high source density. The foot system has the opposite behaviour. Simulations in a linear array of cells. (a) in a small field, the maxima appear at opposite poles. Note that the foot activator appears initially closer to the head maximum but becomes shifted away due to the increasing steepness of the source density gradient. (b) If a jump in the source density exists, both activators appear close to this jump at the corresponding sides. Such a situation can be created in transplantation experiments. (c) In a large field, maxima of the head (black) and foot activator (grey) appear at several positions. Like maxima maintain a distance from one another (a general property of activator -inhibitor systems) while unlike maxima maintain a certain minimum distance because they require high or low source density (light grey) respectively. This is in agreement with the observation of Ando et al. (1989) ty. A fragment will regenerate a high activator concentration at the position pointing towards the original position of the head. Changes in the source density require more time than changes in the activator and inhibitor concentrations. Thus the source density essentially does not change during head regeneration. The source density gradient eliminates the need for symmetry breaking during head regeneration and makes it a rapid process. Since it is relatively stable it can provide "positional values" in a positional information scheme (Wolpert, 1969 (Wolpert, , 1971 . The source density can account for the "head activation gradient" revealed by transplantation experiments (see MacWilliams, 1983) .
Pattern formation by reaction-diffusion mechanisms have a spatial periodicity. New maxima appear at a certain distance from existing maxima. This is not always desired. For instance, a growing Hydra maintains its polar structure instead of deve-loping a periodic arrangements of heads although the size changes by an order of magnitude. According to the model, the graded source density plays a decisive role in the maintenance of polarity. At a distance from an existing activator maxima, where the source density is lower, the autocatalysis is less efficient and secondary maxima are less likely to be formed. Thus, by the feedback on its sources, an activator maximum re-enforces its dominance over a larger field.
The feedback of the primary head activator on the source density can proceed either directly or via a further diffusible substance that spreads out from the head region. Tissue movement also may be a decisive factor in shaping the profile of the source density (Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974) .
The head and foot repel each other without inhibiting each other
Many morphogenetic fields are under control of two organizing regions located at opposite ends of the field. Hydra is one example, Drosophila (Nüsslein-Volhard et al., 1987) and planarians (Chandebois, 1976) are others. In Hydra, the foot system has properties very similar to those of the head system. An existing foot exerts an inhibitory effect on the formation of a second foot on the surrounding tissue, suggesting that foot formation is under the control of a second activator-inhibitor system (MacWilliams, Kafatos and Bossert, 1970; Hicklin and Wolpert, 1973) .
For head and foot to be formed and maintained at opposite poles some sort of communication between the two systems is required. It is tempting to assume a cross-inhibition, for instance a crossreaction between the head and the foot inhibitors (Sinha, Joshi and Mookerjee, 1984) . Under certain circumstances this would cause the head and the foot systems to appear at the largest possible distance from one another. However, a small fragment containing the head would not be expected to regenerate a foot due to the inhibiting influence of the head on foot formation. This is in obvious contradiction to the experimental observation.
For Hydra we propose that the spacing between the head and the foot system is achieved via the Fig. 2 : Dynamic properties of tentacle formation during budding and regeneration. Tentacle (red) and foot (black) formation are assumed to be under control of a separate activator-inhibitor system. Since primary head (blue) and tentacle activation are mutually exclusive, the tentacle activation appears at the highest source density (green) not occupied by a head activation. A spontaneous trigger of tentacle activation is possible if the source density is above a certain threshold level. (a) Generation of a head, foot and tentacle signal in a growing field. Head and foot activation appears at opposite positions. Starting from a low source density, tentacle activation can be triggered only after the source density has reached a certain level under the influence of the head activator. This is also the situation during budding. Budding is assumed to result from a second head activation in a region of low source density. It can occur only in a large Hydra and only in a well defined region. A large distance is required from the original head due to the head inhibitor, a somewhat smaller distance from the foot is maintained since the source density would be too low there. (b) Foot regeneration can take place very close to an existing head since no cross-inhibition is involved. (c) During regeneration of a gastric region, the source density can be high enough for immediate tentacle activation. After the triggering of the hypostome activator, the tentacle activation becomes shifted to a more proximal position, in agreement with the experimental observation (Bode et al., 1988) . source density gradient. As mentioned above, the head activation appears at the position of the highest source density. In the present model, following a suggestion by Berking (1979 Berking ( , 1984 , the foot activation appears preferentially at a low source density and the foot lowers the source density further. This can be realized by a direct antagonistic reaction of the foot system on the source density. Or , alternatively, the foot generates its own graded source density that acts antagonistically to that of the head, lowering in this way the effective source density. The head and the foot system maintain the source density gradient in a self-regulatory manner. After foot removal a new foot regenerates at the end opposite to the head, not because an inhibiting influence spreads from the head but because all cells compete for foot formation and only those with the lowest effective source density, the most basal tissue, will win. As shown in Fig. 1a , in a small field random fluctuations are sufficient that head and foot activation appear at opposite ends. The pattern is stable during substantial growth (Fig. 2a) . By grafting together small pieces of Hydra originating from the same body regions Ando et al. (1989) have produced long tubes of Hydra which have, from our point of view, a nearly flat source density distribution. Ando et al. found that the heads and feet are produced in a quasi-regular alternation. Fig. 1c shows that this result is reproduced by the model. Further, the distance between head and foot structures can be less if the source density is not graded, in agreement with the observation of head and foot formation in close proximity in reaggregating cells (Dübel, 1990) .
Head and foot can be formed relatively close to each other if an artificial discontinuity in the source density exists (Fig. 1b) . Such situation can result from transplantation experiments. The corresponding result has been observed in many experiments (Cohen and MacWilliams, 1975; Müller, 1990) . In the head region, the source density is too high to allow foot formation. However, with the transplantation of a mid-gastric region closer to the head (Cohen and MacWilliams, 1975; Sinha and Monkerjee, 1992) , tissue of lower source density attains a greater distance from the existing foot, and the formation of a second foot within the same organism becomes possible (simulation not shown, see Fig.   5c ). Fig. 2b shows the regeneration of a foot close to a head, demonstrating the absence of an inhibitory effect of the head onto foot activation.
Failure of stolon (foot) regeneration in Hydractinia
If a hydranth of Hydractinia is removed from the meshwork of stolons, it is unable to regenerate a stolon (the foot analogue of this colonial hydroid). Sometimes a second head appears at the corresponding site. This has been interpreted as a distal transformation (Müller, 1982) . In a reinvestigation of this phenomenon, Müller et al. (1986) have shown that this holds only for older polyps while young polyps are able to regenerate stolons. This indicates that the presence or absence of proximal regeneration is a question of parameters and not a principal regulatory property of the system. In the model, removal of the stolon/foot leads to an increase of the source density. In older polyps the source density becomes so high that a spontaneous triggering of a foot activation is no longer possible, in contrast to young polyps where the source density is still low. Thus, the different behaviour of Hydra and Hydractinia can be simulated by changing only a few parameters (simulations not shown, see also remarks in the appendix).
The tentacle system
Tentacles appear close to each other in a subhypostomal ring. It seems that tentacles inhibit each other only over small distances. This raises the question of why tentacles are not formed at positions distant to the hypostome.
According to the current view tentacle formation is controlled by a positional information mechanism: Very high values would lead to hypostome formation. Somewhat lower values would cause the formation of tentacles (Berking, 1979 (Berking, , 1984 . Since tentacles appear in a narrow ring, only a narrow range of positional values could specify tentacle formation. Such a model predicts that during head regeneration when positional values are thought to increase, first the level required for If the source density is already high, a single tentacle activation appears first at the position of highest source density. It becomes displaced into the final ring-shaped position by the cross inhibition exerted by the subsequently formed peak of the head activator. Accompanying this shift is a split into several maxima. This is the situation during regeneration. (b) If the source density is low (as during bud formation) tentacles can be formed only after a sufficient increase of the source density under the influence of the primary head activation. Since primary head (hypostome) and tentacle activator exclude each other, the tentacles appear in a ring that surrounds the head activation.
tentacle formation and only later that for hypostome formation is reached. If the increase of positional values ceases before the hypostome level is obtained, tentacles without a hypostome are expected.
Several observations seem to support such a model. During regeneration, staining of tissue with a tentacle-specific antibody indicates that the tissue that ultimately forms the hypostome initially has properties characteristic of tentacles (Bode et al., 1988) . Diacylglycerol, which is thought to increase positional values, causes first the formation of supernumerary tentacles and somewhat later the formation of supernumerary hypostomes (Müller, 1989) . Reaggregated apical cells form tentacles almost immediately, while hypostome formation takes longer .
In the present model, tentacle formation is controlled by a system which is basically parallel to that responsible for the hypostome. Like head activation, tentacle activation is favoured by a high source density. Head and tentacle activation would appear at the same position. However, the tentacle and the hypostome systems interact: tentacle activation is inhibited by the hypostome activator. As a consequence, tentacle activation becomes displaced into a sub-hypostomal region. Thus, according to the model, it is not that a certain level of the source density (positional value) is responsible for hypostome formation and a somewhat lower level causes tentacle formation. In contrast, tentacle formation occurs at the relatively highest value that is not occupied by a primary head activation.
According to the model, the head inhibitor needs a relatively long half life since it must spread from the head almost to the budding region. In contrast, the tentacles are relatively close to each other and the tentacle inhibitor can have a much shorter half life. Thus, during head regeneration, the tentacle inhibitor disappears faster than the head inhibitor and tentacle activation can precede hypostome activation.
In the model, the short half-life of the tentacle inhibitor gives it a limited range, corresponding roughly to the apical half of the gastric zone. In order to avoid tentacle formation more basally, we assume that a certain threshold level of source density is required for tentacle activation (this threshold results from a small activator-independent inhibitor production, see appendix). Why despite of this range of inhibition tentacles can appear close to each other in the tentacle ring will be discussed separately in the next chapter.
After head removal within the apical half, the source density is sufficiently high and a triggering of tentacle activation can occur immediately after the decay of the remnant tentacle inhibitor at the most apical position (Fig. 2c) . After triggering of the head activation at the same position tentacle activation becomes displaced into the subhypostomal region, in agreement with the experimental observation (Bode et al., 1988) .
The model predicts that after head removal at more basal positions the source density is too low Fig. 4 : Stages in tentacle and bud formation in a two dimensional field. The simulations show a cylindrical arrangement of cells closed at both ends with one additional cell. The tentacles (red) appear close to the hypostome (blue). Their distance apart is smaller than the range of inhibition due to a saturation of the autocatalysis. No further tentacles appear along the body column due to the lower source density (green). After sufficient growth a new ring-shaped head activation is formed at a large distance from the existing head. It sharpens to a secondary maximum at a lateral position. Note that the plots describe activations on the surface of the cylinder. The actual change in the geometry is not simulated. Therefore, the tentacles of the bud are not arranged on a ring. (a-f) lateral view, (g) top view at stage c.
to allow a direct triggering of tentacle activation. Tentacle formation is possible only after the triggering of a new primary head activation and the subsequent relatively slow increase in the source density. Since head activation must occur first, the tentacle activation is expected to appear directly in the sub-hypostomal region ( Fig. 3 and 4) .
The same prediction can be made for budding. Bud formation is expected to result from the formation of a new head activator maximum at low source density (see below). Thus, the head activator maximum is formed first and tentacle activation is only possible after sufficient increase of the source density. Therefore, in contrast to regeneration, initial tentacle activation is expected to take place at its final position, not at the tip of the bud. If this sequence of events would be experimentally confirmed, it could provide a strong argument against a simple positional information model since one should not reach the highest level (head activation, hypostome formation) without passing through the lower (tentacle) level. During budding, the dependence of the tentacles on the slowly changing source density generates a substantial delay between the triggering of a high activator concentration and the formation of the tentacles. In this way, sufficient time for bud evagination is given before tentacle initiation occurs. Without this delay, a tentacle activation could take place on the gastric column opposite to the position of bud evagination.
The further down a bisection of an animal is made the longer it takes the apical end of the basal fragment to regenerate a head (Webster and Wolpert, 1966) . This is described by the model. At more basal levels the source density is lower. It may be too small to trigger tentacle formation -the visual indication for head formation -directly. The increase of the source density is a time-consuming process. It depends on the triggering of a new head activator maximum, a process that also requires time.
In Fig. 3 a simulation of the head and tentacle activation as a function of the source density is shown in a two-dimensional field. In the case of an initially high source density (Fig. 3a) the formation of a single maximum followed by a shift and split into individual maxima after the formation of the head activator maximum is clearly visible. In contrast, at low source density (Fig. 3b) , the first event is the formation of the head activator maximum. Only after sufficient increase of the source density, the formation of the tentacle activator maxima occurs at their final positions in a ring.
Spacing and shift of the tentacle activator indicates saturation kinetics of the tentacle activation
As discussed above, during head regeneration tentacle and hypostome activation may temporarily occupy the same position, the apical tip of the regenerate. When this occurs, the tentacle activation becomes displaced into a sub-hypostomal region. The tentacle activation is thereby deformed from a single maximum into a ring, whereupon it spontaneously transforms further into a "necklace" of smaller individual maxima. The behaviour of the tentacle activation is thus different from the hypostome activation; the latter is not shifted from the hypostome, and when it does occur as a ring, during budding, it transforms to a single maximum rather than to a collection of smaller ones.
The hypostome and tentacle activations must thus be modelled in different ways to account for this difference in properties. In the present model this is achieved by using "standard" activatorinhibitor kinetics for the hypostome activation but "saturation" kinetics for the tentacle system. We have introduced such saturation as a means for proportion regulation (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972) . The properties of saturation-and nonsaturation activator peaks can be explained here as follows. If the maximum activator concentration has an upper bound due to saturation of autocatalysis, the maximum activator concentration cannot increase above a certain level. If within a cell the maximum activator concentration is limited, its inhibitor production is also limited. Therefore, an activator maximum does not necessarily suppress a second maximum even if this maximum is located within the range of the inhibitor. Depending on the degree of saturation, this can lead even to stripe-like activator distributions (Meinhardt, 1988 (Meinhardt, , 1989 . Since the activator concentration and thus the inhibitor production cannot surpass a certain limit, the activated region increases in size until the balance between activation and inhibition is reached. The accumulation of the inhibitor in the centre of a large activated region leads to a near-instability there and to the tendency to decay into several smaller maxima (or into stripes).
In a system with a graded source density such as (Müller, 1989 (Müller, , 1990 . The DAG-treatment is assumed to lead to an increase in the source density (green). Hydra, activator maxima generated under a saturation regime have an especially strong tendency to emerge at the position of the highest source density since, as outlined above, the mutual competition is restricted. Thus several peaks of tentacle activator can emerge close to each other in a well-defined ring (Fig. 4) . All activated cells within this ring together produce so much inhibitor that no further activation of tentacles is possible in the region of lower source density. At very large distances the source density is below the threshold. Saturation of autocatalysis has the further consequence that a maximum can be relatively easily shifted to a more favourable location. If a portion of a maximum is disfavoured, for instance due to a cross-inhibition by the primary head activator, this part will become de-activated in favour of a portion of the maximum that is not subject to this inhibition. Such a shift of the tentacle activation is assumed to take place during regeneration to reach the sub-hypostomal region (see Fig. 2 and 3) .
From the model it is expected that a high sour-ce density is required for tentacle initiation but not necessarily for its maintenance. A tentacle activation can remain stable even if no head activator peak is subsequently formed in the vicinity, for instance due to the long ranging inhibitory influence of another head activator maximum. In such a case, the tentacle activation remains a spot, rather than forming a ring around the head activator maximum (see Fig. 3 ). A single tentacle can remain instead of breaking into a ring of tentacles. Isolated tentacles in the gastric column have been reported in several investigations, for instance by Berking (1979) after implantation of near-head tissue to the gastric column, by Bode and Bode (1980) in animals that regenerated from a ring of near-head tissue cut open to a narrow strip and by Webster (1971) after grafting a second head at a proximal position of the gastric column and removing the original head later. In all these cases, the experimental procedure led to the situation described above, i.e, to a region of high source density in which head formation is inhibited by another head. Bode and Bode (1980) occasionally found regeneration of incomplete heads in small pieces. These "head attempts" consist of a single median tentacle or of two tentacles without hypostome. According to the model, in these cases the source density was high enough to trigger tentacle activation, but for some reason the tissue failed to trigger a new head activation. A possible reason is that a piece was too small in comparison with the range of the activator to allow full head activation (tentacle activation requires less space since the ranges are smaller). These experiments underline that tentacle initiation does not require a preceding head activation in the vicinity.
Simulation of the diacylglycerol (DAG) experiments
After periodic treatments of animals with diacylglycerol, dramatic morphogenetic changes take place (Müller, 1989 (Müller, , 1990 . First, new tentacles appear in the gastric zone. New hypostomes may be formed close to such newly formed tentacles and the tentacles appear to arrange themselves around them. A new head can appear very close to an existing foot. After foot removal, a second head can be formed at the former foot site and a symmetrical animal with a head at each end results. After cessation of the DAG treatment, the animals revert gradually to a normal morphology. For instance, the two-headed animals form new feet at the centre and separate.
All these complex experimental observations can be explained by the model under one simple assumption, namely that DAG increases the source density. The simulation Fig. 5a shows that first tentacles and subsequently hypostomes can be formed at a distance from the existing head. Due to the general increase of the source density, the triggering of new tentacle activator maxima occur very rapidly and independently of the activation of new heads. Later, at a distance from the existing head, new maxima of the head activator are triggered (Fig. 5a ). Due to the overall increase of source density, the dominance of an existing head becomes less pronounced and new hypostome activations can appear at a distance smaller than the usual head-bud distance. Due to the enforced increase of the source density, hypostome activation can appear in the direct vicinity of the foot. The bundles of tentacles result presumably from the further local increase of the source density after formation of additional head activator maxima. The subsequent formation of head cones near such bundles support this view. However, a local inhomogeneity in the source density resulting from the low solubility of the DAG also would cause such pattern. Isolated tentacles can remain since the source density is high everywhere. They maintain a certain spacing due to the tentacle inhibitor.
The model also simulates the formation of a symmetrical Hydra after foot removal and the reappearance of a foot between the two heads after cessation of the DAG treatment (Fig. 5b) . Tentacles appear around the new hypostome as a result of the elevated source density there. Also the induction of a foot by implantation of non-treated into treated tissue is correctly described (Fig. 5c ). In such graft experiments, head and foot structures can appear very close to each other. According to the model, a large discontinuity in the source density is a strong inducing signal for head and foot formation in proximity (see Fig. 1c ).
DAG is known to activate a protein kinase C Fig. 6 : Simulation of dissociation-reaggregation experiments . In the experiment, cells derived from a position close to the head are co-aggregated with cells from the gastric column. The near-head cells, i.e., the cells with a high source density (high density of green dots), form tentacles (red) very rapidly since the threshold for tentacle formation is exceeded. Later, head activations emerge (blue). Cells with low source density preferentially form feet (black). Head activation can also appear in regions of initially low source density. Here, tentacle formation is postponed until a sufficiently high source density is reached. In the region of high source density, tentacles become partially rearranged around the subsequently formed head activator maxima.
(for further references see Müller, 1989 Müller, , 1990 . The same kinase can be activated by tumorpromoting phorbol esters with the same result, the formation of additional heads (Müller, 1985) .
Simulation of the dissociation-regeneration experiments
After dissociation and re-aggregation, somewhat disorganized but otherwise complete organisms can be formed . When aggregates of cells derived from near the head (H) are combined with aggregates derived from the gastric column (C), the H-part of these aggregates rapidly form dense bundles of tentacles. Later hypostomes appear and tentacles become partially rearranged around them. The model provides a perfect description of these results (Fig. 6) . In the Hderived parts of the reaggregates the source density is high (high density of green dots in Fig. 6 ) and tentacle formation occurs almost immediately with a dense spacing. This dense spacing illustrates the distance-keeping role of the source density gradient under normal conditions. New head (hypostome) activations occur later, preferentially in the region of high source density and close to the discontinuity (see Fig. 1 ). The region of low source density preferentially forms feet. New peaks of the head activator can also emerge in the region of low source density. There tentacle formation has to wait for an increase of the source density as during budding.
Head formation versus bud formation
Growing Hydra can form buds. According to the model, head formation and bud initiation proceed by the same pattern formation system (Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974 , Berking, 1979 . There is nothing like a bud activator that later becomes converted into a head activator. Head removal leads to an acceleration of bud formation (Tardent, 1972) , indicating that buds are under an inhibiting influence of the head. According to the model, this is a necessary consequence since head and bud formation proceed by the same patterning system. The different appearance of a bud is proposed to result from the low source density. The delay in the activation of tentacle formation has been mentioned above. Since the source density increases slowly under the influence of the head activation, the conversion of the bud into a normal head is a straightforward consequence of the model.
If a second peak of head activator is formed outside of the range of the head inhibitor, then the question is whether a second foot will be formed too. If so, detachment is possible and we shall call it a bud. The formation of a foot in a developing bud is not likely to be trivial since a new foot must be formed in the vicinity of an existing foot, presumably within the range of the foot inhibition. The low source density in the region where buds appear is certainly favourable for foot formation, since foot formation requires low source densities. Many observations indicate an activating influence of the head on the foot (Ando et al. 1989) . The reason for this head-foot activation is presumably the abovementioned formation of a foot in the developing bud. The observation of Müller (1990) supports this view. The implantation of additional heads can lead to an additional foot, very analogous to the situation during budding. The head-foot activation and foot formation during budding is not yet included in the simulations.
Since a low source density is essential if a bud (instead of a second axis) is to be formed, keeping the source density down by an existing foot is essential for bud formation. Such a presumed helping function of the existing foot on foot formation in the bud is supported by a finding of Tardent (1972) . Foot formation occurs sometimes in a graft-induced secondary axis at a lateral position, but always at the side pointing to the original foot. Without an existing foot the increase of the source density under the influence of the second activator maximum would hinder foot formation and cause a second axis that does not detach. This situation of increased source density is artificially created in the DAG experiments mentioned above in which bud detachment first becomes retarded and later completely suppressed.
The observation of Berking (1979) that foot removal leads to an increase in the budding rate appears to contradict the postulated foot requirement for budding. However, after foot removal, the source density first rises and this facilitates the triggering of a secondary head activator maximum as required for budding. In the course of time, the foot regenerates and this again lowers the source density, and all conditions for budding are satisfied.
If the helping function of the head on foot formation is accomplished by a diffusible substance, this substance must have a very long range (or it must be homogeneously distributed within the animal by some sort of convection), otherwise a foot would appear close to the head due to the higher level of the head-to-foot help. Such a long range substance could have a second function. Hydra has a good capability for size-regulation of the head Bode, 1980, for simulations see MacWilliams, 1982) . A substance of such a long range as required for head-foot activation would be very convenient for size regulation. If the head produces a substance proportional to its size (proportional to the number of activated cells), and distributes it into the whole animal, its concentration would provide a measure for the ratio of head to non-head cells.
Discussion
Based on a general theory of primary pattern formation, in previous papers we have presented models of head regeneration and the formation of heads in transplantation experiments with Hydra via simple molecular feasible interactions (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972, Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974) . Here we show that these Hydra models can be extended in a straightforward manner to encompass the additional phenomena of foot and tentacle formation.
In the expanded model of Hydra patterning, the primary head activation is responsible for both the formation of the hypostome and, together with the foot, for the generation of the "source density gradient", which then accounts for the polarity of the animal. Foot activation is affected negatively by high source density, and tends to appear at the lowest possible level of source density; this normally prevails at the maximum possible distance from the head. No direct cross inhibition between head and foot activation is assumed.
Since tentacle activation depends on the source density, the primary head activation organizes the whole head region. Tentacle formation takes place in the region of highest source density not occupied by the head activation. The appearance of several maxima at small distances in a ring is a straightforward consequence. No parametercritical thresholds are involved to define a narrow sub-hypostomal region. Thresholds play only a minor "permissive" role , preventing tentacle formation near the foot (which is outside of the region of tentacle inhibition) and preventing formation of ectopic feet in the head region or in DAGtreated animals. Provided that the source density is high enough, tentacle activation can also occur independently of a head activation. Thus the model accounts for isolated tentacles observed in experimental situations.
According to the model, bud initiation is due to an ectopic triggering of primary head activation. This is controlled by inhibitory effects from the two ends of the animal: the primary head inhibition from the head end, and the effect of the foot on the source density from the foot end (Fig.  2 ). This provides a straightforward explanation of why budding requires a critical minimum size. The latter feature is difficult to integrate in a positional information model since, according to such scheme, the gradient value that triggers budding should be present in small as well as in large animals. The use of an activator-inhibitor scheme for bud initiation also leads to a simple explanation for the appearance of successive buds at diametrically opposite positions on the cylindrical gastric column (Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974) .
It is instructive to compare the model proposed with a "classical" positional information model, in which a morphogen gradient is formed and the various possible structures differentiate at fixed levels of morphogen concentrations (Wolpert, 1969) . Although thresholds appear simple conceptually, the molecular realization of a system with multiple thresholds is likely to be complex, involving many non-linear reactions. A fully explicit positional information model of Hydra would certainly not be simpler. Moreover, surpassing a threshold is usually an irreversible process, in contrast to the regulatory capabilities of Hydra. The spacing of the tentacles around the gastric column would require in addition to the positional information a separate pattern forming system.
An alternative for the use of absolute concentrations and fixed thresholds in a positional information scheme is the use of a gradient as an inducing signal and a separation of the different cell types by lateral inhibition in a hierarchical manner (Meinhardt, 1982, p. 148) . Green and Cooke (1991) have proposed a similar mechanism for the medio-lateral organization of the amphibian embryo. The adaptation of such scheme for Hydra given in the present paper shows that the absolute concentration, the slope of the gradient and the total size of the field are no longer critical. The determination of a tentacle zone and the spacing around the gastric column is achieved by the same mechanism. The coupled pattern forming reactions maintain their regulatory capacity, accounting for the complex dynamics of pattern regulation in Hydra.
Evidence for a similar system also has been found in the vulva development of C. elegans (Sternberg, 1988) . Vulva precursor cells of type-1 inhibit neighbouring cells from becoming type-1 cells and direct them in this way into the type-2 pathway, analogous to the hypostome-tentacle system. The default type-3 pathway would correspond to the foot system. In our terminology, it keeps the source density, i.e. a precondition for type-1 pattern formation, below a threshold. This threshold can be surpassed only by an inductive signal from the anchor cell. Removal of the type-3 pathway in the lin-15 mutation causes an increase of the source density and allows a spontaneous generation of the type-1 (and thus of the type-2) pattern independent of the anchor cell. In this case, as expected, a cell close to the anchor cell has an advantage in the competition and forms a type-1 cell. Since the ranges of the self-inhibition/mutual activation are short, a more or less regular pattern of alternating type-1 and type-2 cells results.
For the generation of complex structures consisting of many elements we have proposed a model based on several pattern forming systems that locally exclude each other but at long range activate each other (Meinhardt and Gierer, 1980 ). An application of this model to the segmentation of Drosophila (Meinhardt, 1986) has found support on the molecular level by the finding of the autocatalytic component in the engrailed gene, of the diffusible helping function of the wingless gene product as well as by the local exclusiveness of the engrailed and the wingless gene activation (see Ingham, 1991 for a recent review). The expanded Hydra model is in its basic structure surprisingly similar to this model. The similarity is reasonable, since in hydroids with structures more complex than Hydra intercalary regeneration occurs in a manner analogous to that observed in insects (Müller, 1982) .
In plants, secondary structures such as leaves or flower elements (petals, sepals etc.) are formed at regular distances from a dominating region, the primary meristem, as well as with distances to each other. Frequently they are arranged in whorls like the tentacles in Hydra (see Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991) . We expect that basically similar mechanisms are at work: one pattern forming system generates the primary meristem, a second one the periodic structures. The operation of the second system is restricted to the surroundings of the primary system.
A peptide of 11 amino acids has been isola-ted and termed head activator (Bodenmüller and Schaller, 1981, Schaller et al., 1989) . It causes an increase of the number of tentacles but no changes in the overall morphology (Javois and Tombe, 1991) . After treating dissociated cells with this peptide the cells behave as if derived from a position closer to the head (Schaller, 1975) , suggesting that it causes a mild increase in the source density. However, the head activator accelerates foot regeneration as well (Javois and Frazier-Edwards, 1991) , suggesting a more general role as a growthor differentiation-inducing factor. Thus, this peptide is certainly not the primary head activator postulated by the model. The actual workings of pattern formation in Hydra remain to be clarified. So far, for no system that is able to perform de novo pattern formation has the molecular basis been worked out. We hope that this model, together with the new experimental tools available, the manipulation of the second messenger systems via DAG with its dramatic effects and the availability of specific antibodies and the HA-peptide, will lead to the molecular understanding of this primary pattern formation system. H, F, T : The index indicates the head, foot or tentacle system respectively. An identical pair of equations has been used for the foot system (a F and h F ) except that the source density ρ appears in the denominator
The equation for the tentacle system is the same as (1) and (2) except for the saturation term (κ) and the inhibitory action exerted by the head activator
For the change of the source density under the influence of the head and foot activator the following equation has been used
In words, the source density increases due to the action of the head activator a H and due to a (smaller) basic production ρ 0ρ . The destruction rate follows normal first-order kinetics, i.e. it is proportional to the amount of ρ present. The destruction is enhanced in regions of high foot activation (−γρa F ). For simplicity, a diffusion term Dρ has been introduced to obtain a source density gradient much shallower than the head activator gradient. The mechanism behind this could be a diffusible substance emanating from the region of high head activator concentration that acts on the formation of new sources, for instance by formation of new activator containing vesicles from which release can take place. The range of ρ is much larger than a due to its longer life time. The very prominent tissue movement presumably also plays a decisive role in the smoothing of the source density gradient (see Meinhardt and Gierer, 1974) . In all simulations, the production, decay and diffusion rates listed in table 1 have been used (except γ = 0 and ρ 0ρ =0 in Fig. 3 since no source-removing foot is considered). The starting field size is 5 cells, and growth is simulated by the insertion of a cell (or a row of cells) after each 1000 iterations; circumferential extension in Fig. 4 is 18 cells.
Some remarks for the selection of the interactions and the model parameters
It is expected that the source density and the head inhibitor have approximately the same distributions. Therefore, the head inhibitor would be a candidate for tentacle organization as well. However, the observed primary appearance of tentacles during regeneration indicates unambiguously that the tentacle-activating influence has a long time constant. The source density with its long time constant satisfies this condition while the head inhibitor rapidly declines after head removal. Due to the slow increase of the source density a natural delay exist between the generation of a new head activation (signal for bud initiation) and the formation of the tentacles. In contrast, if tentacle formation would depend on the head inhibitor, tentacle formation would be expected to take place too early, before the evagination of the bud.
The threshold necessary for tentacle formation has been introduced via a baseline inhibitor production ρ 1 T . A similar threshold avoids the situation of a second foot forming in or very close to the head if the existing foot is far away as in large animals. No such threshold is assumed for head formation. Thus, even near-foot pieces will regenerate a head. An alternative to the interaction listed above would be that only the activator(s) but not the inhibitor(s) depend on ρ. In such a case, the activator concentration depends on ρ and a saturation term similar to that in equation 3 has to be introduced to make the system stable. In such a reaction small tissue fragments have the tendency to make either heads or feet but not both because, for instance, after foot removal, the overall source density increases and the formation of feet becomes less likely. Such a behaviour has been observed in aggregates of Hydractinia cells (Müller et al., 1986 ).
An activator-depleted substrate scheme cannot be ruled out for tentacle activation Pattern formation cannot only result from an active inhibition of a maximum onto its surroundings via an inhibitor but can also result from a depletion of a substrate recruited from the surrounding (Lefever, 1968; Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972) . Such a mechanism can be ruled out for hypostome formation since it is a property of the depleted substrate model that the size of an activated region is of the same order of magnitude as the size of the non-activated regions in between, a situation clearly at variance with the size of the head and the distance to a bud. Moreover, in growing systems, an activator-substrate system preferentially forms new maxima by splitting of existing maxima and a shift of the maxima towards higher substrate concentration (Meinhardt, 1974) while in an activator-inhibitor system, new maxima appear at a distance (see Fig. 2 ). These features, however, do not contradict the dynamics of tentacle formation under the assumption that the substrate production is proportional to the source density. The activator-depletion scheme has an inherent saturation since the autocatalysis comes necessarily to rest if all available substrate is consumed. The initiation of tentacles by a single maximum and its subsequent shift and split into several maxima can be modelled even without considering head activation and source density (Lacalli, 1980) . However, the maintenance of the tentacles in a narrow ring in animals of very different sizes requires a regulatory mechanism as outlined above. Combination of inhibitor and depletion mechanisms are conceivable as well. For instance, for maintenance of tentacles, cells from the surroundings have to move into the tentacles. Tentacles compete for these cells, causing a depletion of the required cell types in the surroundings. Saturation of autocatalysis of the tentacle activator κ=.005 Source removal by the foot system γ=.0001 DAG treatment: increase of activator-independent source density production ρ 0ρ from .0001 to .0008 Competing influence of the head activator onto tentacle activator σ=.2
